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Travelling with passion
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Life on the move.
nothing can stop us. We‘re free, and we‘ll meet again in 
life‘s most beautiful places. On our way, there‘s so much that 
captivates our attention and compels us to stop, get out, and 
stay for a while. So what are you waiting for? Become an LMC 
connoisseur and experience the most beautiful, exciting and 
fascinating places in the world, up close and personal.
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Stay for a while
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At home everywhere.
Discover the whole world from the comfort of your own  
home – no wonder people love caravaning so much. You‘ll 
have the most beautiful locations right in front of your door, 
and your holiday will be just one step away. 
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Style

Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  

▲ Style 490 K with hammered finish covering
  Style 450 K with hammered finish covering
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Now that‘s style! 
Look no further for this year‘s trend-setter. 
There would be quite a stir on the runways of 
the fashion world with these classy “Grano” 
wood surfaces, the “Cross-cut” design of the 
hatches and doors and the sophistication of 
LMC‘s style, such as its fashionable multi-
function blinds and harmoniously balanced 
colour selection. These features will not only 
make your holiday comfortable, but will give 
it the perfect ambiance for relaxation.

Living

Style 450 E · Upholstery Allegra

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  Style
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Living

Style 370 D · Upholstery Allegra

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  Style

Style 410 K · Upholstery Prima
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Cooking

Style 490 K Style 450 E · Upholstery Allegra

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  Style

Style 370 D · Upholstery Allegra
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Make yourself comfortable. 
LMC‘s selection of bed models with  
comfortable bed bases and ergonomic 
cold foam mattresses offer a variety of 
sleeping possibilities which harmonise 
individual needs with modern sleeping 
comfort.

Sleeping

Style 450 E · Upholstery Allegra Style 410 K

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!

360° interior view of all vehicles 
available at www.lmc-caravan.com
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  Style

Style 490 KStyle 370 D
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Space for wellness. 
LMC‘s bathing solutions score points not only for  
their well-planned partitioning and modern design, 
but also for their numerous practical surfaces and 
the roof hood with combination blinds for a pleasant 
indoor temperature.

Washroom

Style 450 E

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!

360° interior view of all vehicles 
available at www.lmc-caravan.com
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  Style

Style 370 D Wood motif filing cabinetModern fittings
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Style  •  ViVo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  

Vivo

▲ Vivo 500 K with hammered finish covering
  Vivo 520 E with plain sheet covering
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The good life.
no two people are alike, and neither  
are any two holiday moments. This is 
exactly where the advantages of LMC‘s 
vivo come into play. With nine new  
floor plans to choose from, you are  
guaranteed to find the perfect match for 
your life. The harmonious interior with 
comfortable upholstery and attractive 
surfaces in “Grano” and “Cross-cut” 
designs will make this the perfect  
hub for your next family holiday.

Living

Vivo 500 K · Upholstery Maura

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  •  ViVo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  Vivo
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Living

Vivo 520 E · Upholstery Maura

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  •  ViVo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  Vivo

Time for some downtime.
Whether it’s a weekend for two in the forest, or a family holiday 
with the kids at the sea – whatever it is you‘re in the mood for,  
the LMC vivo offers you the mobile home of your dreams.  
“Bella” or “Maura” – those are the two upholstery styles which 
give vivo its particularly elegant look. The clear glass roof hood 
and the modern ceiling lights provide for a comfortable and  
relaxing ambiance.  

Vivo 520 E · Upholstery Maura Vivo 480 D · Upholstery Bella
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Cooking

Vivo 522 K

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  •  ViVo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  Vivo

Vivo 520 E · Upholstery Maura

Smoke detector
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Tomorrow is a new day.
relax into sleep and wake up feeling refreshed. Effective sleep is a decisive factor  
for a rejuvenating holiday. With the LMC vivo you can choose between floor plans  
with the bed model of your choice, including adjustable bed bases and high-quality  
cold foam mattresses. With the rollaway bed option, in just a few easy steps you can  
make a comfortable double bed out of two single beds. and the vivo 522, specially  
designed for families with kids, offers a bunk bed with up to three levels!

Sleeping

Vivo 400 D

Vivo 522 K · Optional three bunk bed

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!

Vivo 500 K · Upholstery Maura
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Style  •  ViVo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  Vivo

Vivo 520 E · Upholstery MauraVivo 480 D · Upholstery Bella

Additional bed design in Vivo 522 K
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Washroom and Details

Vivo 480 DVivo 500 K

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  •  ViVo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  Vivo

Inner values as an expression of personality. 
We here at LMC are known for our long-standing experience  
in caravan production combined with practical innovation.  
The most recent evidence of this: the LMC vivo with optional 
raising roof, sophisticated storage space (even where you 
would least expect it) and a frame constructed according to  
the most modern standards with a GFK front, roof and rear. 

TV space design

Raising roof

360° interior view of all vehicles 
available at www.lmc-caravan.com
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Style  ·  Vivo  •  MuSica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  

Musica

▲ Musica 490 E with hammered finish covering
  Musica 725 K with plain sheet covering
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Happiness without borders.
Just feeling good, clearing your head  
and letting your thoughts roam – if you 
can do that, we‘ve done our job. For 
instance, in the Musica, LMC‘s timeless 
classic. With its three attractive upholstery 
variations, its homey „Milan cherry“  
furnishing decor, its brand-new hanging 
shelf design and its elegant handles, it‘s 
the picture of pure holiday joy – and you 
can choose between twelve floor-plans. 
none of your wishes will go unanswered. 

Living

Musica 490 E · Upholstery Bruna

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  ·  Vivo  •  MuSica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  Musica
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Living

Musica 570 D · Upholstery Marina

Musica 580 D · Upholstery Marina Musica 540 D · Upholstery Bruna

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  ·  Vivo  •  MuSica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  Musica

The comfort of your own home.
For those who prefer “more” in their holidays, 
the Musica offers cozy sitting corners with 
reading lights and practical corner shelves, 
perfect for those things that always need to 
be within reach. The high-quality standard 
equipment and numerous possibilities for 
additional outfitting provide you the freedom 
to design your new holiday companion 
according to your personal tastes and needs. 
a few of the Musica models are specially 
constructed with children in mind and include 
sleeping accommo dations such as a cuddly 
bunk bed. 

Musica 725 K · Upholstery Carla

Musica 725 K · Upholstery Carla
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Cooking

This is what our holiday kitchen looks like.
at your holiday destination, the place where flavourful ingredients 
grow is often just a few steps away from your personal culinary 
kingdom. The clever kitchen design in LMC‘s Musica proves that 
fun in the kitchen doesn‘t depend on size with a three-flame cooker 
with spark ignition, a large refrigerator and nirosta dishwasher 
with dark glass covering and an integrated waste container.  

Musica 570 D · Upholstery Marina

Musica 580 D

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  ·  Vivo  •  MuSica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  Musica

Musica 725 K

360° interior view of all vehicles 
available at www.lmc-caravan.com

Three-flame cooker with electric spark 
ignition

Fume hood
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Sleeping

Musica 490 E · Upholstery BrunaMusica 570 D · Upholstery Marina

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  ·  Vivo  •  MuSica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  Musica

Sweet dreams.
We have no control over what you dream,  
but we have created the perfect conditions 
to ensure that you dream as long and as  
comfortably as possible. Because, regardless  
of which style of Musica bed you choose, you 
are in for a good night‘s rest with comfortable 
cold foam mattresses that meet your sleep 
needs. 

Musica 490 E Musica 540 D · Upholstery Bruna
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Musica 490 E Musica 540 D

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!

Washroom
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MusicaStyle  ·  Vivo  •  MuSica  ·  Maestro  ·  Scandica  

A new spin on a classic.  
The LMC Musica – a caravan that has  
already won fans all over the world.  
There‘s a simple reason for this: through  
the continuing evolution of our design  
and technology, combined with time-tested  
structure and details, we have created a 
caravan with unparalleled sophistication. 

Musica 570 D



46 The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  •  MaeStro  ·  Scandica  

Maestro

▲ Maestro 510 E with hammered finish covering
  Maestro 550 E with plain sheet covering
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Comfort par excellence.
With the LMC Maestro you will  
experience a true caravan masterpiece. 
Manufactured using our brand new LLT 
structural design technology with our 
legendary guarantee of impermeability. 
Even at first glance, you will notice the 
quality of our craftsmanship. and the 
Maestro‘s generous interior can only 
be described as masterful, with its open 
lines of sight, its surfaces in fashionable 
“Grano” wood decor and its wood-
panelled hatches and its indirect lighting.   

Living

Maestro 510 E · Upholstery Gloria

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  •  MaeStro  ·  Scandica  Maestro
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Living

Maestro 675 D · Leather deluxe

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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MaestroStyle  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  •  MaeStro  ·  Scandica  

Maestro 675 D · Leather deluxe TV space design
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Cooking

Maestro 510 EMaestro 550 E

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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MaestroStyle  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  •  MaeStro  ·  Scandica  

Maestro 675 D Self-closing drawers with soft stop and silverware inset

Kitchen rear wall
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Sleeping

Well-rested for a new day.
Your LMC caravan meets all of your daily needs from the time you  
wake up in the morning to the time you turn in at night. and speaking  
of turning in at night, the Maestro makes it extra easy to fall asleep and 
get a full night‘s rest; comfortable cold foam mattresses fit around 
your body ergonomically, creating a healthy sleeping posture. The 
same goes for the choice of a rollout bed, which allows you to create 
a cozy double bed out of two single beds when the need arises, or a 
generous queen-sized bed. 

Maestro 550 E

Maestro 550 E · Upholstery Aurora

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  •  MaeStro  ·  Scandica  Maestro

Maestro 675 D

360° interior view of all vehicles 
available at www.lmc-caravan.com
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Maestro 675 D Maestro 675 D

Washroom

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  •  MaeStro  ·  Scandica  Maestro

Maestro 560 DMaestro 510 E



58 The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  •  Scandica  

Scandica

▲ Scandica 560 D with hammered finish covering
  Scandica 705 D with plain sheet covering
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Comfy and cozy in the winter.
When you come home after a long winter‘s 
stroll you‘ll be welcomed by comforting 
warmth provided by aLDE heating and an 
ingenious insulation system. Sink into the soft 
cushions with a fresh cup of coffee in the 
tasteful “aurora”, “Gloria” or “Luna” designs. 
Gaze through the innovative windows and 
enjoy the white landscape. This is what it feels 
like to visit the world‘s most beautiful winter 
destinations in an LMC Scandica.  

Living

Scandica 560 D · Upholstery Gloria

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  •  Scandica  Scandica
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Living

Scandica 705 D · Upholstery Aurora

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  •  Scandica  Scandica

Scandica 705 D · Upholstery Aurora
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Cooking

Scandica 705 D

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!

On the slopes with the Scandica. 
Experience the Scandica‘s typical flair with 
furniture fronts in stylish “Grano” design 
and settle in for your next winter holiday. 
With its special winter features and extra 
storage space for your winter gear – such 
as the external ski holder – it‘s perfect for 
sub-zero temperatures. It‘s no wonder that 
the Scandica is considered to be one of the 
most modern winter caravans. 
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  •  Scandica  Scandica

Scandica 560 D
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Sleeping

Scandica 705 D · Upholstery Aurora

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  •  Scandica  Scandica

Winter wonderland.
Underneath the robust outer layer with LLT technology and a twelve-year  
guarantee of impermeability*, lies a sensual and soft core, ideal for cuddling  
and relaxing. Whichever style of bed and winter furnishings you should  
choose, the one thing that is certain is the feeling of a soft, warm embrace 
with an exclusive view of your snow-covered holiday paradise. 

Scandica 510 E · Upholstery Aurora Scandica 560 D · Upholstery Gloria

*An annual impermeability inspection is required. The owner responsible for resulting costs.
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Washroom

Scandica 560 D Scandica 560 D

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!

360° interior view of all vehicles 
available at www.lmc-caravan.com
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  •  Scandica  Scandica

Scandica 510 E

Modern tapsStorage spaces in the shower

Modern taps
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Hanging cabinets with designer corners

Smoke detector

Self-closing drawer, soft stop and silverware inset

Details

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!

Heated wardrobe
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Style  ·  Vivo  ·  Musica  ·  Maestro  •  Scandica  Scandica

Additional ventilation possibilities Framed windows

Skibox
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Vivo
Bella / Maura

Style
Prima / allegra

Musica
Carla / Marina / Bruna

ScandicaMaestro

Bruna
Bella

allegra

Luna

Marina

Prima

aurora / Gloria / Luna / 
Leather deluxe (optional)

aurora / Gloria / Luna /  
Leather deluxe (optional)

Materials
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Gloria

aurora

Maura

Carla

aurora / Gloria / Luna / 
Leather deluxe (optional)

LMC Deko Package 
The first thing to greet us upon our return is the interior.  
Well-ordered yet still cosy, we‘ve given our mobile home  
a special touch – with our new Deco package. Comes with  
two bolsters, large pillows, towels, microfiber blankets  
and a soap dispenser perfectly matched with the respective 
upholstery; harmonious highlights for comfort and atmospere. 

Leather deluxe
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Style Vivo

Musica

10 – 21 22 – 33

34 – 45

Floor plans

Style 420 D
Total length: 6234 mm 
Length top: 4895 mm
Total width: 2226 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1100 kg

Style 450 E
Total length: 6735 mm 
Length top: 5445 mm
Total width: 2226 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1200 kg

Style 490 K
Total length: 7089 mm 
Length top: 5733 mm
Total width: 2226 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1300 kg

Style 370 D
Total length: 6039 mm 
Length top: 4708 mm
Total width: 2226 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1100 kg

Style 410 K
Total length: 6234 mm 
Length top: 4895 mm 
Total width: 2226 mm 
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1100 kg

Musica 470 D
Total length: 6811 mm 
Length top: 5523 mm
Total width: 2326 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1300 kg

Musica 490 E
Total length: 7200 mm 
Length top: 5808 mm
Total width: 2326 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1400 kg

Musica 520 D
Total length: 7381 mm 
Length top: 6098 mm 
Total width: 2326 mm 
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1500 kg

Musica 540 D
Total length: 7686 mm 
Length top: 6355 mm 
Total width: 2526 mm 
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1600 kg

Musica 440 D
Total length: 6432 mm 
Length top: 5128 mm
Total width: 2326 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1300 kg

Musica 470 E
Total length: 6972 mm 
Length top: 5628 mm
Total width: 2326 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1350 kg

Musica 560 E
Total length: 7690 mm 
Length top: 6355 mm
Total width: 2326 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1500 kg

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!

Optional starting in March 2014!

12 year guarantee of impermeability* for all vehicles with LLT! *An annual impermeability inspection is required. The owner is responsible for resulting costs.
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Musica 570 D
Total length: 7843 mm 
Length top: 6503 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1600 kg

Musica 725 K
Total length: 9302 mm 
Length top: 7963 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 2300 kg 

Musica 580 D
Total length: 7756 mm 
Length top: 6415 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1600 kg

Musica 635 E
Total length: 8273 mm 
Length top: 6915 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1800 kg

Musica 562 E
Total length: 7690 mm 
Length top: 6355 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1600 kg

vivo 480 D
Total length: 6842 mm 
Length top: 5523 mm
Total width: 2326 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1300 kg

vivo 500 K
Total length: 7212 mm 
Length top: 5855 mm
Total width: 2326 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1400 kg

vivo 510 D
Total length: 7382 mm 
Length top: 6063 mm 
Total width: 2326 mm 
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1400 kg

vivo 400 D
Total length: 6526 mm 
Length top: 5203 mm
Total width: 2326 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1200 kg

vivo 460 E
Total length: 6972 mm 
Length top: 5628 mm
Total width: 2326 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1300 kg

vivo 522 K
Total length: 8056 mm 
Length top: 6685 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1600 kg

vivo 560 K
Total length: 7612 mm 
Length top: 6293 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1500 kg

vivo 520 E
Total length: 8057 mm 
Length top: 6688 mm
Total width: 2326 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1600 kg

vivo 520 K
Total length: 7762 mm 
Length top: 6435 mm
Total width: 2326 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1500 kg

Due to the number of models, floor-plans and configuration  
possibilities, we are unfortunately unable to describe all models  
in detail in one catalogue. Please consider the descriptions to be  
approximate and bear in mind that the model descriptions and  
images also include special features that do not come equipped as 
standard upon delivery. all information refers to the current status  
of the vehicles at the time of publication of the catalogue and is  
subject to technical changes in construction and fitting, variations  
in colour and mistakes. variations in colour may be due to the 
catalogue‘s printing or lighting techniques. additional technical  
data and details can be found in our current price list.  
LMC provides a 5 year guarantee of impermeability. This is  
increased to 12 years for vehicles with LLT. an annual inspection  
by LMC dealer partners is required. 
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Maestro

46 – 57 Maestro 550 D
Total length: 7679 mm 
Length top: 6308 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1600 kg

Maestro 552 E
Total length: 7690 mm 
Length top: 6355 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1600 kg

Maestro 560 D
Total length: 7903 mm 
Length top: 6550 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1600 kg

Maestro 675 D
Total length: 8793 mm 
Length top: 7445 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 2000 kg

Maestro 675 E
Total length: 8793 mm 
Length top: 7445 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 2000 kg

Maestro 705 D
Total length: 8943 mm 
Length top: 7650 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 2000 kg

Maestro 510 E
Total length: 7714 mm 
Length top: 6445 mm
Total width: 2326 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1600 kg

Maestro 550 E 
Total length: 7690 mm 
Length top: 6355 mm
Total width: 2326 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1600 kg

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!

Floor plans

Due to the number of models, floor-plans and configuration  
possibilities, we are unfortunately unable to describe all models  
in detail in one catalogue. Please consider the descriptions to be  
approximate and bear in mind that the model descriptions and  
images also include special features that do not come equipped as 
standard upon delivery. all information refers to the current status  
of the vehicles at the time of publication of the catalogue and is  
subject to technical changes in construction and fitting, variations  
in colour and mistakes. variations in colour may be due to the 
catalogue‘s printing or lighting techniques. additional technical  
data and details can be found in our current price list.  
LMC provides a 5 year guarantee of impermeability. This is  
increased to 12 years for vehicles with LLT. an annual inspection  
by LMC dealer partners is required. 

12 year guarantee of impermeability* for all vehicles with LLT! *An annual impermeability inspection is required. The owner is responsible for resulting costs.
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Scandica

58 – 71 Scandica 560 D
Total length: 7903 mm 
Length top: 6550 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1700 kg

Scandica 705 D
Total length: 8943 mm 
Length top: 7650 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 2200 kg

Scandica 510 E
Total length: 7714 mm 
Length top: 6445 mm
Total width: 2326 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1700 kg

Scandica 550 D
Total length: 7679 mm 
Length top: 6308 mm
Total width: 2526 mm
Tech. permissible  
total weigh: 1700 kg

Storage 
space/
cupboards

Cupboard Bed (floor plan 
with low bed w/o 
storage space 
underneath)

Bed
(Floor plan 
with bunk bed)

Refrigerator/
freezer combina-
tion (standard-
equipped)

Refrigerator
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Question and answer

What are the special features  
of the LMC multiple-zone cold foam mattress?

response: relaxation and the respective quiet, relaxing  
sleep is very important during holidays – in order to ensure 
this, all our beds, including the bunk beds, are provided  
with our comfortable five-zone cold foam mattresses which 
provide optimal support for each region of the body.

A standard 12 year guarantee of impermeability for LLT  
technology in the Maestro and the Scandica, and also  
available for the Musica as of March 2014 – that sounds  
well and good. But how exactly can you be sure? 

answer: Our innovative LLT technology is the result of  
several methods such as GFK protection (front, roof, rear  
and floor), high-tensile PU bracings, a moisture-resistant 
high performance insulated core made out of XPS and the 
continuing development of our leading LMC light-weight 
design technology. LLT technology prevents damage  
to the vehicle and offers reliable isolation and lasting  
impermeability against moisture. We guarantee it! 

I like cooking and do so also frequently during  
holidays. How does the smoke detector behave  

with regard to water vapour?

response: Don’t worry, you don’t have to be afraid  
of a false alarm. The smoke detector is positioned  

in sufficient distance from the kitchen area and also   
our standard exhaust hood ensures that water  

vapour will be directly directed outwards.

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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The extra space provided by a raised roof sounds enticing. But 
how much space does it add and how exactly does it work? 

answer: The roof is easily opened within seconds by  
simply loosening two tension belts. The extra space is easily 
reached by a space-saving ladder, and offers a comfortable 
retreat for two people. Windows with blackout curtains  
on three sides and a Heki window above provide an ideal 
sleeping environment and a good view. If the space is no 
longer needed or if the journey continues, the raised roof 
can be retracted with a few simple steps. 

I noticed that double floors are built  
in the benches in my LMC. Why?

response: Increasingly more customers use their caravans  
all year around. The ventilation of the storage spaces, such as 

rear seat pans and suspended cabinets is extremely important. 
The warm air can continuously circulate in the double floors, it 

ensures a constant indoor temperature and prevents in  
additon possible formation of condensation water,  

for example on the windows.

What are the advantages of the small  
access panel on the LMC bottle box?

response: The small access panel serves mainly for  
opening and closing of the gas bottles during shorter stops on 

your trips. Even if the wheel carrier is  
mounted on the drawbar, the bicycles don’t need to  

be removed for handling the gas bottles.
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Tradition and values

Fast-paced trend for the Lord and  
Münsterland series

u
n

ti
l 

19
74

Then
The world is full of unique stories about discovery and leisure. So  
Heinrich austermann – designing engineer – thought it was time to  
go on his way to realise his very own idea of freedom and adventure. 
as passionate designing engineer he wrote the first chapter in the 
success story of LMC with the birth of the two legendary caravans 
Falter and Knospe. This was at the beginning of the fifties – since 
then numerous caravans and motorcaravans set out from the factory 
in Sassenberg to you and then around the world. Heinrich auster-
mann would be proud that such impressive complete works have 
developed from the stories about and with LMC to date. We therefore 
continue to work using the latest technology and a great deal of  
passion for caravanning to live our mutual dream of perfect travelling.

The legendary Knospe The 10,000th LMC caravan 
leaves the production hall

Serial production of the first 
trailer caravans

View of the cabinet-making shop that has 
just been expanded

Great success with the Münsterland, 
Luxus, Münsterland-Dominant, 
Lord and Lord Exquisit series – 
“Made in Germany” to this day.
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Restructuring of the production

Edge processing centre

Water jet cutting machine

Hail protection roofs

New machining centre (realisation 
summer 2013)

Roofing assembly line

Investments from 2007 to 2013

Chassis hall, 1,300 sq. m 

Today
and it doesn‘t stop there; our history goes on, just as impres-
sively as it began. Every season, our designing engineers, pro-
duct developers and technicians continue to work hard to make 
the next chapter of our history more exciting, more ambitious 
and more comfortable than the previous one. We have you to 
thank for the fact that our vehicles are at the top of customer 
and trade magazine bestseller lists worldwide. We are grateful 
that our customers have recognised the quality of our products 
and the integrity of our standards and that we have received 
top marks in the areas of optimised weight, winter expertise for 
travelling comfort. With the introduction of Longlife technology 
(LLT) and its 12 year guarantee of impermeability, we have once 
again placed ourselves at the forefront of international caravan 
manufacturers. and we think we can do even better: with the 
marriage of LMC and T.E.C., we are ushering in a new era in 
caravaning starting with the 2013/2014 season, and we look 
forward to blazing the trail into the future with together.
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From vision to reality
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Michael Schmitz
Head of the Department for Design and Development

“Why exactly are people so fascinated with the development 
of recreational vehicles?“ is a question I‘m often asked. 
“Everything“, I respond, and this is meant literally.

The sum of countless small details results later in a vehicle 
which offers comfortably space for several people and which 
accompanies them around the globe during the most beautiful 
time of the year. nothing is left to chance – customers needs, 
new ideas and technical development must be brought together 
efficiently, so that the result is ultimately a vehicle that finds 
many fans and that contributes to a significant extent to happy 
holidays. Quality and attention to detail differentiate a good 
vehicle from an average vehicle. Sophisticated exterior design 
and interior design and well thought out floor plans go without 
saying. vehicles of LMC comprise however also many invisible 
functions and a great deal of technology in addition, which 
deserve the title “Engineering art – Made in Germany”. Each 
and every LMC employee is very proud of this.
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 Style vivo Musica Maestro Scandica  

TOP strengths structural design technology

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!

GFK in front, roof, rear and underbody
Standard-equipped GFK in the front, roof and rear effectively protect the caravan from extreme 
weather conditions such as hail and storm damage.  

Alko-chassis 
award-winning aL-KO chassis. Safety and stability with semi-trailing link axel, braking  
characteristics significantly above legal standards and special coupling systems with safety  
and closing display. 

Wood-free construction
High-tensile PU moulding replaces the wood framework in the wall. Moisture-resistant  
XPS foam guarantees a long life with a 12 year guarantee of impermeability (standard  
with the Maestro and the Scandica, available for the Musica starting in March 2014). 

Safe handling
aL-KO trailer control – the anti-sliding system for caravans. Similar to the ESP in passenger cars, 
the aTC provides ongoing control for the caravan‘s handling. In driving situations that result in a 
rocking motion of the caravan, the residual acceleration sensors of the aTC steering electronics 
register the slightest side movement and prevent jack-knifing. 
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 Style vivo Musica Maestro Scandica

Only those who are at the top can determine the way forward.  
Our caravans of the latest generation are therefore provided with everything  
that is required to meet your needs. Treat yourself with genuine added values 
with regard to safety, design and living comfort and chose an LMC caravan.

standard-equipped optional

Drawbar boxes made of aluminium chequered plate 
The gas containers remain secure while the vehicle is in motion with front boxes made 
out of aluminium chequered plate. a standardly equipped lighting system comes with the 
Scandica and the Maestro for added comfort.

Service opening for the bottle containers 
The gas containers are easily accessible through the front cargo hatch.  

More security
The double-bolting door lock provides increased protection for your caravan. 

Heavy-duty props
Heavy-duty props keep the caravan in place on the scale. a crank extension 
makes it easier to reach.

12 year guarantee of impermeability* for all vehicles with LLT! *An annual impermeability inspection is required. The owner responsible for resulting costs.
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 Style vivo Musica Maestro Scandica  

TOP strengths interior design technology

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!

Electrical spark ignition  
never play with fire again. The electrical spark ignition provides for a safer and  
hazard-free switching-on of the stove burners. 

Cooking fun
The kitchen hood makes cooking particularly comfortable and enjoyable by filtering  
out grease, diverting steam and neutralising odors. The only thing remaining is your  
enjoyment!

DuoFlex kitchens
The DuoFlex kitchen models give you the choice between greater counter space or an optio-
nal elevated refrigerator, regardless of the floor plan (according to the model). 

Drawer runners with Soft-Close
as easy as being at home, and gentle, Soft-Stop closing makes kitchen work comfortable. 

Storage space/payload
The aL-KO lightweight design chassis and weight-sparing production allow for greater  
storage space. a variety of clever storage space systems offer lots of space and avoid  
unused empty spaces. 

Keeping your space private
The LMC multifunction blinds provide shades and insect protection. aluminium layers 
make them opaque from the outside and protect your private space. 
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 Style vivo Musica Maestro Scandica

standard-equipped optional

Ventilated furniture
ventilated furniture allows for air to circulate in the interior. The warm air rises 
and provides an optimal climate in the living space and in the cabinets.

Smoke detector
Safety comes first. Every caravan is equipped with smoke detectors. 

Superior sleeping comfort
Multiple-zone cold foam mattress for superior sleeping comfort and ideal 
support for individual body parts comes standard in all beds. 

Extractable bed base
The practical slide-out bed base transforms the single beds into a  
generous double bed in just one step (according to model).

ALDE heating
Quiet, consistent and comprehensive, the aLDE heating system provides comforting 
warmth and warm water at an ideal indoor temperature (standard in the Scandica,  
according to model optional in the Musica and Maestro).
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Innovation for stable value

*An annual impermeability inspection is required. The owner responsible for resulting costs.

12 year 
guarantee of impermeability*  

 for all vehicles with LLT!
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Pure fascination –  
unique combination  
becomes unique  
safety concept.

Conventional construction

aluminium roof construction 

 
Laminated  
plywood underfloor 

Wooden frame in   
roof, side and floor

Styrofoam insulation

LMC standard 
Standard for Maestro and Scandica  
series caravans, optional for Musica 
starting in early 2014

Hail and weather resistant with GFK  
roof covering

Underbody with robust GFK for  
extreme conditions

High-tensile PU-bracing for stability  
and torsional stiffness

Moisture-resistant high-performance
isolation made of XPS foam

Standard all-round protection

12 year 
guarantee of impermeability*  

 for all vehicles with LLT!
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Finally winter

The photos include some special features subject to extra charge!
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Holidays whenever and wherever you want. 
Since we don’t know when you wish to go on holidays, we  
from LMC build simply vehicles which accompany you safely and  
comfortably 365 days a year. Cosy warmth inside – frosty winter  
landscapes outside – from now on turn winter to your new summer –  
with the LMC competence for winter camping.

ALDE Heating  
(optional, standard-equipped in Scandica)

Internal waste water tank (optional) 

Floor temperature control system ALDE 
(optional, standard-equipped in the Scandica)
1. Flooring
2. Aluminium heat conductors
3. Insulation
4. Heating pipe

DuoControl with crash sensor and Eis-ex  
(optional, standard-equipped in Scandica)

LLT construction with XPS foam insolation (optional, 
standard-equipped in Scandica and Maestro)

Thought-out rear ventilation concept due to double floors
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visit us on 

Facebook

LMC Caravan GmbH & Co. KG

rudolf-Diesel-Straße 4 · D-48336 Sassenberg
Phone + 49 25 83/27-0 · Fax + 49 25 83/27-138
www.lmc-caravan.de · info@lmc-caravan.de


